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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #199 

The Importance of Daniel the Prophet 
To confound the Bible critics there are many small, almost unnoticeable, items of 
internal evidence within the Book of Daniel which tell plainly of its antiquity, and which 
no forger would have thought of, no matter how ‘pious’ or well-intentioned he may have 
been.  Over the years many have come and gone in their attempt to discredit the book 
of Daniel.  Many of the critics today are in that camp simply because of Daniel’s famous 
prophecy of Daniel 9:24-27.  They choose to disbelieve the Word of God. 
 
According to the Bible, Jesus believed that Daniel was a prophet and the historical 
author of the book of Daniel. Jesus said, “You [will] see the abomination of 
desolation which was spoken of through Daniel the prophet”. This statement 
confirms that Daniel was a real person and a prophet. Some critics have maintained 
that the book of Daniel was written by several people, but Jesus' statement confirms 
that Daniel was the author of the book.  He was a contemporary of Ezekiel writing in the 
6th century BC. 
 
As Jesus said this, the Temple was still standing, so he trusted that Daniel’s future 
prediction would come to fruition. He also believed Daniel predicted his future second 
coming accurately -(Mathew 26:64; c.f. Dan. 7:13-14). If Daniel wasn’t historical, then 
Jesus was either lying, or he was ignorant. Neither option is viable for a Bible believer. 
 
Daniel 10:4 contains one such item of internal evidence: “And in the four and 
twentieth day of the first month, as I was by the side of the great river, which is 
Hiddekel....” The use of the name Hiddekel is most interesting. The Persians knew that 
river as the Tigra, and Greeks knew it as the Tigris. No post-Persian Greek-speaking 
Maccabaean forger of Daniel would have used the river’s ancient Hebrew name. 
 
Daniel 5:2 contains another powerful indicator of authorship: “Belshazzar, whiles he 
tasted the wine, commanded to bring the golden and silver vessels which his 
father Nebuchadnezzar had taken out of the temple which was in Jerusalem; that 
the king, and his princes, his wives, and his concubines, might drink therein.”  
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The Lord is in the detail here. Notice how women were allowed to be present and to 
partake of royal feasts under the Babylonians. That was never allowed under the 
Persians. Women were banished to their own quarters. The Book of Esther records the 
facts. 
 
The mathematics of the Book of Daniel is another indicator of the 6th-century BC 
authorship of the book. In Daniel 3:1, the writer describes in sexagesimal dimensions 
the image which Nebuchadnezzar set up on the Plain of Dura (of which more later). The 
Babylonians used a sexagesimal system of mathematics. But how would our 
Maccabaean forger have known this? The Persians and Greeks had for 400 years past 
used the decimal system, the same one that we use today. The sexagesimal system 
would have been entirely unknown to him. In Daniel 8:2, we are told, “...I was at 
Shushan in the palace, which is in the province of Elam...” The curious thing here is 
that Shushan belonged to Elam in Babylonian times and even earlier, but not in the 2nd 
century BC, nor in the preceding three centuries. Then it was considered to belong to, 
and indeed was, the capital of the province Susiana. 
 
There are many other indicators in the Book of Daniel showing a 6th-century BC 
authorship, along with a most intimate knowledge of Babylonian culture and affairs. I will 
be considering more of them as we proceed. Suffice it here to say that such points as 
we have considered are entirely ignored by the critics, or are passed over without 
comment.  The critics are self-cancelling when you know and understand that the Bible 
is validated through the Heptadic Design Feature which is the Seal of the King! 
 
Everyone knows Daniel was thrown into a lions’ den and went on some kind of fast. But 
there’s a lot more to this character than the Sunday school lessons let on! 
 
Few Bible characters have the kind of status that Daniel does. He’s a righteous and 
wise hero of the Old Testament whose decisions saved the lives of many. 
 
1. Daniel is from David’s royal family 
For hundreds of years, a descendant of David had been on the throne in Jerusalem—
well, besides one imposter queen -(2nd Kings 11:1–3). In 605 B.C., the dynasty was in 
its twilight years. Nebuchadnezzar successfully besieges Jerusalem and carries off 
some of the treasure from the temple of God to Babylon. 
 
But that’s not all he takes. Nebuchadnezzar also captures some young men of the royal 
family with him to serve him in his court -(Daniel 1:3). Daniel is one of them (1:6). This 
probably takes place before Daniel has finished adolescence. 
 
Why does this happen? Maybe Nebuchadnezzar assumes Jerusalem’s leaders won’t 
give him any trouble if their sons are off in Babylon—kind of like high-profile hostages. 
Maybe he just wants to show off “pet” Israelite royalty to people who visit his palace. 
 
Whatever the case, he makes a good choice to pick Daniel. 
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2. Daniel was a good-looking dude 
Not just any royal kid gets to go to Babylon: only the handsome ones. 
Nebuchadnezzar’s criteria for serving in his court included physical appearance (Daniel 
1:4). 
 
3. Daniel is renowned for his wisdom and intelligence 
You have to be a looker and a thinker to make it in the palace. All the captives need to 
be able to pass a three-year course in Babylonian language and literature, but Daniel 
and his friends are found to be 10 times wiser than all the experienced magicians and 
enchanters in the whole kingdom -(Daniel 1:20). 
 
Daniel’s wisdom makes him a legend in his own time. When Nebuchadnezzar’s son 
sees a terrifying vision, his mother refers him to Daniel. This is how she describes him: 
 
[Daniel] was found to have insight and intelligence and wisdom like that of the gods. -
(Daniel 5:11) 
 
And Daniel’s fame isn’t a royal family secret. Another prophet, Ezekiel, references 
Daniel when he’s preaching against a clever, but arrogant ruler of another nation. This 
ruler thinks he’s a god, and might even be wiser than Daniel: 
 
Behold, you are wiser than Daniel; There is no secret that is a match for you. -(Ezekiel 
28:3) (Or maybe Ezekiel is just mocking that guy.) 
 
It’s cool in and of itself that Daniel is being quoted by a contemporary.* But it’s also 
interesting that a Hebrew writer chooses Daniel as a reference point, rather than, say, 
Solomon. 
 
*OK, full disclosure, it’s possible that there was an ancient legendary figure named 
Daniel who has nothing to do with our prophet. 
 
4. Daniel’s specialty is a dream interpretation 
There are several dreams in the Bible, and many of them seem to be straightforward 
instructions from God. But other dreams use bizarre symbolism to communicate 
something to the dreamer.   
 
When someone gets a weird dream like this, there are a few ways they can interpret it: 
 

 Figure it out themselves 

 Get someone in the dream to explain it 

 Ask someone else to explain it 
Daniel has option #3 covered. 
 
He gains notoriety for understanding dreams in his youth -(Daniel 1:17). And he is the 
only person who can interpret some of the most troubling dreams and visions for 
Nebuchadnezzar and his son, Belshazzar -(Daniel 2:27, 30; 4:4–9; 5:15–17). 
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But that doesn’t mean Daniel can interpret every dream. In fact, Daniel has trouble 
interpreting some of his own dreams. When that happens, Daniel goes for option #2 of 
those listed above: he asks one of the people in his dream to interpret what is 
happening for him -(Daniel 7:15–16).  Since most folks dream we can relate to Daniel’s 
problem. 
 
5. Daniel’s righteousness is legendary status 
Don’t mistake Daniel as some conjurer of cheap tricks. He’s not just a wise dream 
interpreter. He’s characterized by his unwavering faithfulness to the Law of Moses. 
Daniel chooses not to defile himself with the King’s food upon his arrival in Babylon—
the food would have rendered him ceremonially unclean according to the Torah -(Daniel 
1:8). And toward the end of his life he continues to pray to God and not the king, even 
though it puts him in danger -(Daniel 6:13). 
 
His faithfulness to God earns him another honorable mention from the prophet Ezekiel. 
In the 14th chapter of Ezekiel, God uses Daniel, Noah, and Job as examples of 
extremely righteous men. He’s painting a picture to say that if God chooses to destroy a 
nation, it gets destroyed - and even three uber-righteous people like Daniel couldn’t 
save their children. You can read the whole story in Ezekiel 14:12–23. 
 
In fact, Daniel is presented as such a righteous person in Scripture that …wait, you 
know what? This deserves a point all to itself.  Over the years I have come to value 
Daniel and what all we can learn about the Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
6. The Bible gives us zero dirt on Daniel 
Abraham had his Hagar incident. 
Moses struck the rock and was banned from Canaan. 
David committed adultery and murder. 
 
And as to those other two sterling examples of righteousness, Noah and Job? Noah got 
drunk and naked -(Genesis 9:21). Even Job repented because of how he spoke about 
God -(Job 38:2; 42:1–6). 
 
But Daniel?  We have nothing on Daniel.  In fact, when his political opponents tried to 
get dirt on him, their only option was to make it illegal to obey God -(Daniel 6:4–5).  It 
sounds a lot on how the Dems were trying to find dirt on Donald J. Trump the past 
several years. 
 
7. Daniel oversaw the pagan magicians of Babylon 
Daniel is made the chief prefect of the wise men in Babylon after interpreting 
Nebuchadnezzar’s first dream -(Daniel 2:48; 4:9, 5:11). 
 
How crazy is that? Daniel is placed in a position to oversee the people who relied on 
other gods to enlighten them.  God had to be fully involved in using Daniel the prophet. 
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But this brings up an interesting aspect of Daniel that often gets overlooked. As far as 
these magicians are concerned, Daniel is a freak of nature. 
 
When Daniel is still new to Babylon, Nebuchadnezzar has a troubling dream that (at 
first) nobody can interpret. The king doesn’t make it any easier on the magicians and 
diviners, either - he doesn’t even tell them what the dream was. (“If you’re really 
psychic, you should be able to tell me what I dreamed, right?”) 
 
You know what the magicians’ response is? 
 
No one can reveal it to the king except the gods, and they do not live among humans. -
(Daniel 2:11) 
 
This is bizarre, because the Babylonians have a temple—and a temple is specifically 
built so gods can live with humans. We know the Babylonians have a temple because 
that’s where Nebuchadnezzar stashed the treasures of Jerusalem’s temple -(Daniel 
1:2). 
 
Yet Daniel can interpret the dream. And so guess what they start saying about Daniel? 
They say that a spirit of the holy gods lives within him -(Daniel 4:8–9, 18; 5:11, 14). 
 
In a way, God uses Daniel’s wisdom to show up the gods of Babylon on their own turf -
even though his (God’s) own temple has been destroyed by the Babylonians. 
 
8. Daniel is a government official under four kings 
Daniel is made an officer in Babylon by four kings: 
 

 Nebuchadnezzar, after Daniel interprets his dream (2:48) 

 Belshazzar, after Daniel reads the original “handwriting on the wall” (5:29) 

 Darius the Mede, because Daniel had an “extraordinary spirit” -(Daniel 6:1–3) 

 Cyrus the Persian, for reasons unknown … but the guy had a great résumé by 
then -(Daniel 1:21; 6:28) 

 
9. Daniel’s Chaldean name is Belteshazzar 
The name “Daniel” means “[the Jewish] God has judged.” But the Babylonians give him 
a new name: “Belteshazzar.” This new name means “Bel protect him,” with Bel being 
the name of a Babylonian god (4:8). 
 
10. Daniel’s ministry spans the entire 70-year in captivity 
Daniel is captured as a young man in Nebuchadnezzar’s first siege of Jerusalem, and 
he lives in Babylon right into the reign of Cyrus the Persian. 
 
This is the same Cyrus who decrees that the Israelite exiles may return to Jerusalem 
and rebuild the temple that Nebuchadnezzar destroyed -(Ezra 1:1–4). 
 
That’s a long time, and so it probably makes sense to point out that … 
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11. Daniel was probably in his eighties when he was thrown to the lions 
Daniel was taken to Babylon as a young man—likely before he had finished puberty. So 
let’s say he was between 10 and 18 years of age. 
 
The Babylonian captivity lasted 70 years, which would put Daniel in his eighties at the 
beginning of Darius’ reign in Daniel 6. This is when the whole lions’ den episode takes 
place.  If this is the case, then the church may need to update some of our Sunday 
school artwork! 
 
12. Daniel introduces both Gabriel and Michael 
You may have heard that there are two good angels who are explicitly named in the 
Bible: Gabriel and Michael. These two angels show up in both the Old and New 
Testaments doing cool stuff like announcing the coming birth of Christ or fighting Satan. 
 
But guess where we meet them first? Yep: the book of Daniel. 
 
Daniel meets Gabriel during one of Daniel’s troubling visions (it involves a ram, a goat, 
and a crazy talking horn). Gabriel is told to tell Daniel what’s going on -(Daniel 8:15–19). 
Gabriel shows up later to tell Daniel that God has plans to make an end to Israel’s sins -
(Daniel 9:21–27). 
 
We don’t see any conversations between Daniel and Michael, but he is working behind 
the scenes in the later chapters of Daniel. Michael is a warrior angel who combats 
opposing forces from Persia and Greece -(10:13, 21). Daniel is told that at the time of 
the end, Michael will arise on behalf of Israel again -(12:1). 
 
In any summation of the book if Daniel, you have to understand why this book is of such 
significance, in that it contains some of the most important narrative of the entire Bible.  
Those of us who are Pre-Millennial and Pre-Tribulation frame Daniel and Revelation in 
the New Testament like book ends to events unfolding before the world today.  You can 
see why the many critics inside the institutional church ridicule and want to discredit the 
idea of the so-called Antichrist being the “man of sin” signing a covenant for seven 
years.  Bet on it big time!  It’s going to happen sooner than folks believe! 
 

 
FINAL SOLUTION: Joe Biden Tells Audience at the United Nations 
That Israel Must Be Divided and Given For the Creation of A 
Palestinian State 
The slow but resoundingly steady tick, tick, tick of the Bible prophecy clock continues 
its ever-reaching forward march until it reaches a resolution. WWI prepared the land for 
the Jews. WWII prepared the Jews for the land, the very same land that, right now, is 
being proffered as a sop for the creation of a Palestinian state. Two State Solution or 
Final Solution? The difference is not immediately apparent. 
 

https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/sheikh-abdullah-bin-zayed-tells-united-nations-signing-abraham-accords-means-creation-palestinian-state-with-est-jerusalem-as-capital/
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“But I have chosen Jerusalem, that my name might be there; and have 
chosen David to be over my people Israel.”  -(2nd Chronicles 6:6) 
 
God is getting ready to do an amazing thing. Isaiah 28 calls it His ‘strange work’ and 
His ‘strange act’. What is that? It is the LORD giving control over His chosen people the 
Jews and His holy city of Jerusalem to Satan, that the time of Jacob’s trouble may be 
fulfilled. Luke 21 shows you this at its apex, called the ‘days of vengeance’, as the 
armies of Antichrist destroy Jerusalem and Israel, and they do it with God’s full blessing. 
But…it’s a trap, it’s a ‘hook in the jaw’ to draw all nations against Israel, and that is 
where God will fight for His people and for His land. In the meantime, get ready for a 
Palestinian state. 
 

 
 
Joe Biden addressed the United Nations this week, telling them that the land of 
Israel must be divided to fulfill the Two State Solution of a Palestinian state 
 
Joe Biden: U.S. to work for Israeli normalization and two states 
FROM THE JERUSALEM POST: The United States plans to seek both the 
normalization of the Jewish state with its Arab neighbors and a two-state resolution to 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, US President Joe Biden told the United Nations on 
Tuesday. 
 
“Israel’s greater normalization and economic connection with its neighbors 
delivering positive and particle impacts even as we continue to work tirelessly for 
just and lasting peace, for Israelis and Palestinians, two states for two peoples,” 
he said. 
 
Biden set out his country’s foreign policy agenda as one of the first speakers to 
address the high-level portion of the 78th opening session of the UN General Assembly. 
He focused on the importance of regional cooperation as a blue-print to solve global 
crises and conflict, including in the Middle East. 

popverse://bible+av/2Ch_6:6
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/category/time-of-jacobs-trouble/
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/the-bible-believers-guide-to-the-two-different-wars-of-ezekiel-38-and-39/
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This is a Joe Biden the Doppelganger ^^^^^^ Not the real Joe Below 
 

 
 

This was the real Joe Biden ^^^^^ with son Hunter 
The Ear Lobes Don’t Lie 

 
He referenced specifically the new energy corridor the U.S. announced that the U.S. 
would link Europe to India through the Middle East, touching Israel, Jordan, Saudi 
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. 
 
This he said, “will spur opportunities for investment across two continents” and 
is part of “our efforts to build a more sustainable and integrated Middle East.”  

https://www.bing.com/search?q=polyethylene+glycol&filters=dtbk:%22MCFvdmVydmlldyFvdmVydmlldyE3MGY2ZTc3Zi0wZDJhLWYyOWYtODQ0NS1iOGFjMjAzMGMxYzg%3d%22+sid:%2270f6e77f-0d2a-f29f-8445-b8ac2030c1c8%22+tphint:%22f%22&FORM=DEPNAV
https://www.bing.com/search?q=polyethylene+glycol&filters=dtbk:%22MCFvdmVydmlldyFvdmVydmlldyE3MGY2ZTc3Zi0wZDJhLWYyOWYtODQ0NS1iOGFjMjAzMGMxYzg%3d%22+sid:%2270f6e77f-0d2a-f29f-8445-b8ac2030c1c8%22+tphint:%22f%22&FORM=DEPNAV
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The moment he made that statement we had positive proof who Biden or his 
Doppelganger really serves.  In Blessed Hope #198, I shared these two photos, one of 
the fake Joe Biden at the top and the real Joe Biden with his son Hunter at the bottom.  
As I have said over and over again the proof is in the ‘ear lobes’.  This fake Joe Biden is 
carrying water on behalf of Prince Charles and his “Sustainable Development” SDGs.   
 
Americans have become the Gadarene Swine and are plummeting to our deaths 
as a people, driven by demons released by the folks that we have unfortunately 
come to accept as “our leaders.”  Those words came from Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., 
the Executive Director of the Council for the National Interest, a 501(c)3 tax 
deductible educational foundation. 

 
The people behind the New World Order have declared for decades now that the 
year 2030 will be the most pivotal year in our modern human history. The World 
Economic Forum, the United Nations, just about every country on Earth is right 
now in some form of a 2030 countdown. The 2030 Agenda with its terrifying 
dystopian agenda is coming at us on a collision course, and we are being 
groomed and prepared for it right now with things like the Great Reset and the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

 
Now that we have passed the September 19th date we know it can’t be too much 
longer.  Events continue on their predicted path, and we need to take a cautious 
“Steady as we go attitude!”  Remember the 1990 movie “Hunt for Red October!” 
 
Prince Charles is like a snake in the grass, a cagy creature and will at the right 
moment on God’s Calendar make his debute!  Keep in mind, he only has seven 
years.  Those seven years will be the fulfillment of Daniel’s prophetic seven 
years.   
 
As stressful as this may seem, we are living in one of the most exciting times 
possible.  At the end of a brief seven year honeymoon with our Lord, we return 
for a literal 1,000 year reign of true peace and safety and rest in the presence of 
the Lord Jesus Christ!   
 
I would remind you that if you are “in Christ” you have the Mark of the Holy Spirit 
on you.  “No weapon that is formed against thee shall prosper; and every tongue 
that shall rise against thee in judgment thou shalt condemn. This is the heritage 
of the servants of the LORD, and their righteousness is of me, saith the LORD.”  -
(Isaiah 54:17)  We have no need for fear whatsoever.  Some writer said there is a total 
of 365 passages containing the phrase “fear not!”; however that is incorrect.  It’s really 
only 144 verses!  The point is that we should be excited like a child awaiting Christmas 
morning.   
 

Another important canary in the coalmine for CBDCs and the loss of 
freedom. 
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Today Citigroup made a surprise announcement that they are now providing a new 
service that tokenizes their deposits and turns them into an unique cryptocurrency, that 
is stored using blockchain technology, and allows for cross-border payments. 
 
This move comes just after the Federal Reserve launched your instant transfer payment 
system FedNow in July – a system that allows for real-time transactions and payments 
in just seconds, at any moment at any time; which, according to prior statements from 
the Feds and the Biden administration, lays the foundation for a central bank digital 
currency (CBDC). 
 
Interestingly Citi was not involved in the initial pilot program to test and rollout FedNow, 
but the Federal Reserve has indicated that they seek to have all U.S. banks and other 
financial institutions join FedNow.  It will not be long before your bank follows suit! 
 
Citi explains their breaking move in a press release published today: 
 
Citi Treasury and Trade Solutions (TTS) announces the creation and piloting of Citi 
Token Services for cash management and trade finance. The service uses blockchain 
and smart contract technologies to deliver digital asset solutions for institutional clients. 
Citi Token Services will integrate tokenized deposits and smart contracts into Citi’s 
global network, upgrading core cash management and trade finance capabilities. 
 
Institutional clients have a need for ‘always-on’, programmable financial services and 
Citi Token Services will provide cross-border payments, liquidity, and automated trade 
finance solutions on a 24/7 basis.  
 
Shahmir Khaliq, Global Head of Services, said, 
 
“Digital asset technologies have the potential to upgrade the regulated financial system 
by applying new technologies to existing legal instruments and well-established 
regulatory frameworks.” 
 
The development of Citi Token Services is part of our journey to deliver real-time, 
always-on, next generation transaction banking services to our institutional clients.” 
 
This development goes hand-in-hand with our industry leading work on the Regulated 
Liability Network to create interoperable digital asset solutions on a multi-bank basis. 
 

Citi Token Services For Trade 
Citi worked with Maersk and a canal authority to digitize a solution that serves the same 
purpose as bank guarantees and letters of credit in the trade finance ecosystem. The 
pilot demonstrated programmable transfer of tokenized deposits that provided instant 
payments to service providers via smart contracts. 
 
Marie-Laure Martin, Regional Treasury Manager for the Americas at Maersk, said, 
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“We are pleased to have collaborated with Citi in the successful test pilots for the 
guarantee solution using digitized tokens and smart contracts. The innovative solution 
has promising applications for trade finance.” 
 
The technology used in the pilot provided a completely digital process to both buyers 
and sellers with instant payment capabilities, which is expected to reduce transaction 
processing times from days to minutes. 
 

Citi Token Services For Cash 
Citi Token Services has also been applied to a global cash management pilot, enabling 
clients to transfer liquidity between Citi branches on a 24/7 basis. 
 
Ryan Rugg, Global Head of Digital Assets at Citi Treasury and Trade Solutions said, 
 
“Citi Token Services provides corporate treasurers with a new tool to manage global 
liquidity on a just-in-time, programmable basis. Frictions related to cut off times and 
gaps in the service window will be reduced. Our solutions within the Citi network are 
complemented by inclusive and open industry collaboration on initiatives like the 
Regulated Liability Network. 
 
We are excited about both the potential for shared ledger technology to update Citi 
services, and the broader financial system in partnership with regulators and industry 
peers.” 
 

Compliant, Integrated And Seamless Technology Solutions 
The private/permissioned blockchain technology used is owned and managed by Citi 
and clients will not be required to host a blockchain node to access the services. 
 
Citi continues to develop digital asset solutions, in line with its goals and risk appetite, 
using a unified set of shared technology capabilities and a common strategic approach. 
These innovative solutions enhance Citi’s products and services including digital 
money, trade, securities, custody, asset servicing and collateral mobility.  
 
Citi Treasury and Trade Solutions (TTS) helps enable our clients’ success by providing 
an integrated suite of innovative and tailored cash management and trade finance 
services to multinational corporations, financial institutions, and public sector 
organizations across the globe. Based on the foundation of the industry’s largest 
proprietary network with banking licenses in over 90 countries and globally integrated 
technology platforms, TTS continues to lead the way in offering a comprehensive range 
of digitally enabled treasury, trade, and liquidity management solutions.  
 
Other megabanks have indicated that they will soon rollout something similar. Coin 
Telegraph noted in an article, ‘JPMorgan is also reportedly exploring the use of deposit 
tokens. That technology was pioneered in Project Guardian, launched in May 2022 by 
the Monetary Authority of Singapore, in which JPMorgan participated.’ 
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As explained in a video report from Lena Petrova, CPA, citing other reports, Citi tested 
their new system with other world banks and the Federal Reserve, and found now there 
were no issues in converting the physical deposits into a digital dollar that then can be 
instantly transferred. This action indicates that the prospect of a CBDC is much farther 
along than the Federal Reserve had led the public to believe. 
 
This is major news that will get little to no press and will be swept under the rug, but it 
again emphasizes why I continue to warn people that they need to de-bank. This move 
represents that Citi, and obviously the other major players as well, can now readily and 
openly convert your dollar bills into a digital asset; and therefore means physical tender 
will start to incrementally disappear from the money supply and will be transformed into 
a solely a digitized asset on the blockchain. 
 
This is clearly a move to further the CBDC agenda; there is no other way to look at it.  
The rope around people’s throats is closing little by little! 
 

South Carolina Professor finds 200 billion pieces of DNA 
contaminating a single dose of Pfizer’s covid injection 
 
Last week, cancer genomics expert Dr. Phillip Buckhaults testified to the South 
Carolina Senate about the DNA contamination found in Pfizer’s mRNA covid 
vaccines. There are an estimated 200 billion pieces of plasmid DNA in each dose 
of the Pfizer covid vaccine, he said.  These pieces of DNA are packaged in lipid 
nanoparticles, basically a synthetic virus, and are delivered into vaccinees’ cells. 
 

Dr. Phillip Buckhaults is a Professor at the University of South Carolina.  He has a 
PhD in biochemistry and molecular biology and conducts cancer genomics 
research.  What that effectively means is he and his team are specialists at 
detecting foreign pieces of DNA in places where they are not supposed to be. 
 
On September 12th, he testified before the South Carolina Senate Medical 
Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on the Department of Health and Environmental 
Control (“DHEC”). 
 
“The Pfizer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA. It’s not just mRNA, it’s got 
bits of DNA in it.” Prof. Buckhaults said. 
 
A colleague who was in charge of the vaccination program in Columbia, South 
Carolina, kept all the Pfizer vials, containing remnants of the contents, from the 
two batches that were used.  From the remnants, Prof. Buckhaults sequenced all 
the DNA that was in these vials. “I can see what’s in [the vaccines] and it’s 
surprising that there’s any DNA in there. And you can kind of work out what it is 
and how it got there and I’m kind of alarmed about the possible consequences of 
this both in terms of human health and biology,” he said. 
 

https://sc.edu/study/colleges_schools/pharmacy/faculty-staff/buckhaults_phillip.php
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/senatemedical.php
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/CommitteeInfo/senatemedical.php
https://scdhec.gov/
https://scdhec.gov/
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“This DNA, in my view, it could be causing some of the rare, but serious, side 
effects like death from cardiac arrest.” 
 
“This DNA can and likely will integrate into the genomic DNA of cells that got 
transfected with the vaccine mix … we do this in the lab all the time; we take 
pieces of DNA, we mix them up with a lipid complex, like the Pfizer vaccine is in, 
we pour it onto cells and a lot of it gets into the cells.  And a lot of it gets into the 
DNA of those cells and it becomes a permanent fixture of the cell.  It’s not just a 
temporary thing.  It is in that cell from now on and all of its progeny from now on 
and forever more …  So, that’s why I’m kind of alarmed about this DNA being in 
the vaccine. It’s different from RNA because it can be permanent.” 
 
“Based on solid molecular biology, it is a theoretical but reasonable concern that 
this DNA could cause a sustained autoimmune attack towards that tissue”, he 
said. 
 
“It’s also a very real theoretical risk of future cancer in some people. Depending 
on where in the genome this foreign piece of DNA lands it can interrupt a tumor 
suppressor or activate an oncogene,” he added. “I think it’ll be rare but I think the 
risk is not zero.” 
 
“DNA is a long-lived,” Prof. Buckhaults explained.  “What you were born with 
you’re going to die with and pass on to your kids. DNA lasts for hundreds of 
thousands of years … So, alterations to the DNA – they stick around.” 
 
Prof. Buckhaults explained that there is a LOT of pieces of DNA in Pfizer’s 
vaccines.  Although some are 5,000 and 500 base pairs long, most of the pieces 
are around 100 base pairs. But this is irrelevant because the probability of a piece 
of DNA integrating into the human genome is unrelated to its size.  “Your genome 
risk is just a function of how many particles there are,” he said. “All these little 
pieces of DNA that are in the vaccine [give] many many thousands of 
opportunities to modify a cell of a vaccinated person.” 
 
“The pieces are very small because during the process they chopped them up to 
try to make them go away – but they actually increased the hazard of genome 
modification in the process.” 
 
Prof. Buckhaults’ team took all these little pieces of DNA and “glued them 
together” to try to establish its source.  After putting together 100,000 pieces of 
DNA they were able to establish it came from a plasmid that can be purchased 
online from Agilent, a Californian life sciences company which was established in 
1999 as a spin-off from Hewlett Packard. 
 
“It’s clear that Pfizer took this plasmid and then they cloned spike into it and they 
used it in a process … where you feed an RNA polymerase, this plasmid, and it 
makes a whole bunch of mRNA copies … and then you take this mRNA and you 

https://www.agilent.com/en/product/automated-electrophoresis/fragment-analyzer-systems/fragment-analyzer-systems-dna-analysis-kits/plasmid-dna-kit-365704
https://www.agilent.com/en/product/automated-electrophoresis/fragment-analyzer-systems/fragment-analyzer-systems-dna-analysis-kits/plasmid-dna-kit-365704
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agilent_Technologies
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mix it with the lipid nanoparticle transfection agent and now you’ve got your 
mRNA vaccine.  But they failed to get the DNA out before they did this … they did 
make some effort to chop it up so all these little pieces of the plasma got 
packaged in with the RNA.  That’s clear as day what happened just from the 
forensics of looking at the DNA sequencing,” Prof. Buckhaults said. 
 
He explained that this process was not the same as the process that was in the 
vaccines used to gain emergency authorization (“EUA”).  So, there was no DNA in 
the batches used for the trials before the mass covid injection campaigns. The 
problem with DNA contamination only occurred when Pfizer scaled up production 
for the administration of millions/billions of doses to the public after it had gained 
EUA. 
 
“We can quantify how much of this [DNA] is in a vaccine … I estimate that there 
were about two billion copies of the one piece [of the plasmid] that we’re looking 
for in every dose … If you see two billion copies of [one piece] … [then] there’s 
probably about 200 billion of pieces of this plasmid DNA in each dose of the 
vaccine,” Prof. Buckhaults said. 
 
The hundreds of billions of pieces of plasmid DNA are encapsulated in the lipid 
nanoparticles so it’s ready to be delivered into the cell.  “This is a bad idea,” he 
said.  “[The DNA is] basically packaged in a synthetic virus able to dump its 
contents into a cell.” 
 
He recommended that some vaccinated people be tested to see if the plasmid 
DNA is integrating into their genomes.  This harm you can prove.  With other 
vaccine harms you can be suspicious because of the timing but you can’t really 
prove it. “This one you can prove it because it leaves a calling card.  [If] you find 
it in the stem cells of harmed people, its equivalent to finding a certain type of 
lead in someone who is now dead, it’s pretty reasonable to assume that that’s 
what caused it,” he said. 
 
You can watch Prof. Buckhaults’ full testimony to the South Carolina Senate 
Medical Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on DHEC in the video below.   
 
SC4Freedom: SC Senate Hearing – USC Professor Dr. Phillip Buckhaults, 
September 13, 2023 (34 mins)    https://youtu.be/IEWHhrHiiTY  
 

 
 

Satellite Internet Connectivity 
As of September 20, 2023 there are 145,574 5G Deployments around the world 
operated by 226 5G operators.  The following are specific operators of 5G satellite 
telecommunication.  When you add up the list below it does not require a PhD to 
know there are infinitely tens of thousands more 5G satellite deployments than 
this list posted on a Christian prophecy site names.  Keep on your calendar the 

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=13489&part=1
https://www.scstatehouse.gov/video/archives.php?key=13489&part=1
https://youtu.be/IEWHhrHiiTY
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date of October 4th, 2023 when the EBS system does a test of the Emergency 
Broadcast System, and it is stated to occur at 2:20 pm.  A back up date is 
scheduled for October 11th at 2:20 pm.  Take emergency measures to make sure 
your 4Glt and 5G “smart” phones are inoperable (unable to ping for a cell 
connection).  Put them in a Faraday bag, or double-wrap them with aluminum foil 
wrap.  That old marketing term “reach out and touch someone” includes every 
phone on the planet. Todd Callender issued the warning and it is up to you to 
protect yourself (especially if you were vaxxed with one of the kill shots) from 
what is planned.  
  

 Amazon seeks to put up 3,236 satellites by the end of the decade. Called 
the Kuiper system (or Project Kuiper). They have two launches planned for 
2023 and service expected to arrive to customers in late 2024. 

 OneWeb sought an initial 650 satellites. As of February 2023 they had 542 
active satellites in low earth orbit. 

 Starlink (Elon Musk). Over 4,500 satellites were working in orbit by May, 
2023, with plans for over 42,000 within five years. Currently over 1.5 million 
active subscribers in 50+ countries with global mobile phone service to be 
implemented in 2023. 

 China is planning to deploy 40,000 of is own satellites to pursue its agenda, 
claiming to desire additional Internet coverage across its expansive 
geography. Critics note that such technology can also be used for 
surveillance and control. 

 Iridium started in 1998 and now has 82 active satellites and a partnership 
with Qualcomm for Android users. 

 Globalstar Communications became functional in 1998 with 75 current 
satellites and functionality with the Apple iPhone 14. 

 

 
 

Dr. Peter McCullough: No one should take another shot, covid 
vaccines are not safe for human use 
  

Last Wednesday, Dr. Peter McCullough gave a speech at the European Parliament 
during a hearing hosted by five Members of the European Parliament 
(“MEPs”).  The hearing was to raise awareness about the World Health 
Organization’s (“WHO’s”) power grab. 
 
Dr. McCullough gave evidence of the enormous wave of harms the covid 
“vaccines” have caused.  There’s a false narrative that it’s covid causing all these 
illnesses. Don’t fall for the false narrative. It’s the vaccines causing this 
enormous wave of illness, he said. 
 

https://petermcculloughmd.substack.com/
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“The path forward is, clearly, for no one to take another shot – no one,” Dr. 
McCullough said. “The covid-19 vaccines and all of their progeny and future 
boosters are not safe for human use.” 
 
“The WHO is standing behind these vaccines,” he added. “It’s my belief that the 
European Union, the United States and all major stakeholders should actually 
completely pull out of the WHO.” 

 
Below are some excerpts from Dr. McCullough’s recent speech at the European 
Parliament followed by a video of it. 
 
“At the outset of the pandemic, there was an investigation by the WHO on the 
origins of SARS cov2 that’s when the beginning of the cover-up began,” Dr. 
McCullough said. “We knew at that time … that Anthony Fauci, Francis Collins, 
Jeremy Farrar who was at Wellcome Trust [and] who’s now the chief scientist at 
the WHO, Kristian Andersen at Scripps [Research], Eddie Holmes in Sydney, 
Peter Daszak at EcoHealth Alliance – they all conspired in January of 2020 to 
cover up what they knew. That the virus was engineered in a joint US-Chinese 
collaboration in the lab in Wuhan China.  And they deceived the world with 12 
subsequent fraudulent papers in the peer-reviewed literature.” 
 
“The vaccines have ravaged the populations in the world.  Worldwide two-thirds 
of people took a vaccine … [the messenger RNA vaccine] is the code for the 
potentially lethal spike protein part of the virus.  It was the worst idea ever to 
install the genetic code by injection and allow the unbridled production of a 
potentially lethal protein in the human body for an uncontrolled duration of 
time.  everything we’ve learned about the vaccine since they’ve come out is 
horrifying.” 
 
“The spike protein is proven in 3 400 peer-reviewed manuscripts to cause four 
major domains of disease.  One is cardiovascular disease, heart inflammation or 
myocarditis … The cardiovascular domain of damage in the human body from the 
vaccine is substantial more than anything we’ve ever seen with cholesterol, high 
blood pressure or diabetes … We’ve seen cardiac arrests two years after these 
shots.” 
 
“The second major domain is neurologic disease. Strokes, both ischemic and 
haemorrhagic, Guillain-Barre syndrome, ascending paralysis that can lead to 
death [and] which it has led to death with messenger RNA vaccines, small fibre 
neuropathy, numbness and tingling, ringing in the ears [and] headaches.  These 
are common”. 
 
“Third major domain is blood clots – blood clots like we’ve never seen 
before.  The spike protein is the most thrombogenic protein we’ve ever seen in 
human medicine … the spike protein causes blood clots.” 
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“Fourth and last domain [is] immunologic abnormalities.  Vaccine-induced 
thrombotic thrombocytopenia [VITT] and muscle system inflammatory disorder 
are early acute syndromes.” 
 
“73.9 per cent of the deaths after vaccination are due to the vaccine … when its 
suspected myocarditis … it’s 100 per cent of the time it’s due to the vaccine. Not 
covid respiratory illness – the vaccine.” 
 
“The first false narrative was ‘the virus is unassailable we have to stay in 
lockdown and be fearful’.  The second false narrative is ‘take a vaccine it’s safe 
and effective’.  The third false narrative now is ‘it’s not the vaccine causing these 
problems it’s covid, it’s covid that we saw back in 2020 that’s causing all these 
problems in 2023’. Don’t fall for the false narrative … The vaccines are causing 
this enormous wave of illness.” 
 
Dr. McCullough explained that it seems about 30% of people who have had an 
injection have no adverse effects, not even a sore arm.  Just under 70% seem to 
have “some moderate side effects, some trouble but they don’t seem to really 
have serious events.”  And then about 4.2% – “it’s through the roof, myocarditis, 
cardiac arrest, blood clots, haemorrhagic stroke, disabilities, sudden death at 
home in bed.”  It’s the same in the United States Dr. McCullough said. 
 
“4.2 per cent of people in Europe right now are in trouble because they were 
unlucky enough to get a high-risk batch.” 
 
“The path forward is, clearly, for no one to take another shot – no one … the 
covid-19 vaccines and all of their progeny and future boosters are not safe for 
human use … I implore you …  to apply all pressure and due urgency to remove 
the covid-19 vaccines from market.” 
 
“The WHO is standing behind these vaccines. They are far more of a problem 
than a help … And it’s my belief that the European Union, the United States and 
all major stakeholders should actually completely pull out of the WHO” 
 
The video link here is: https://youtu.be/F3StJGMs0Q4  
 
Peter McCullough at the European Parliament, 13 September 2023 (17 mins) 
If the video above is removed from YouTube, you can watch it on Bitchute HERE. 
The day before the event, Christine Anderson MEP tweeted details about the 
hearing: 
 
Expert Hearing in the EU Parliament 13.09.2023 / 14:30 – 16:30 (CET) 
The WHO – with its pursuit of ever more power and increased funding – is the 
central driver of “pandemic emergencies” as well as the undemocratic shift of 
political decisions to unelected, supranational organizations that can no longer 
be held accountable by us citizens. 

https://youtu.be/F3StJGMs0Q4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/goayXiowb0iP/
https://twitter.com/AndersonAfDMdEP/status/1701617429980352556
https://twitter.com/AndersonAfDMdEP/status/1701617429980352556
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With an expert hearing on 13 September in the EU Parliament, we want to get to 
the root of the problem and expose for the first time the constitutional 
mechanisms behind the WHO’s power grab. 
 
Our goals are: 
 

1. To make people aware of the real dangers coming from the WHO and the 
EU. 

2. To advance the public and political debate about this rapid power grab. 
3. To provide concrete suggestions and examples of what we as civil society 

can and should do in each of our countries. 
 
The idea is to clearly expose and dissect the clandestine WHO power grab from a 
legal and scientific perspective for the common citizen. After all the expert 
presentations, this event will result in a list of questions and demands to the 
European Commission in order to drive the parliamentary debate. 
Experts: 
 

 Prof. Mattias Desmet (Belgium) 
 Prof. Michael Geistlinger (Austria) 
 Prof. Andreas Sönnichsen (Austria) 
 Dr. Peter McCollough (USA) 
 Dr. Beate Pfeil (Germany) 
 Dr. David E. Martin (USA) 
 Dr. Maria Hubmer-Mogg (Austria) 
 Dr. Renate Holzeisen (Italy) 
 Philipp Kruse, Attorney at law (Switzerland) 

Hosting MEPs: 
 MEP Christine Anderson (Germany) 
 MEP Mislav Kolakušić (Croatia)  
 MEP Ivan Sinčić (Croatia)  
 MEP Cristian Terhes (Romania) 
 MEP Virginie Joron (France) 

Yours, Christine Anderson, MEP 
 
https://youtu.be/F3StJGMs0Q4  
 

 
LOOK UP YOUR REDEMPTION DRAWETH NIGH! 

(LUKE 21:28) 
    

Days to begin COP28 November 30
th

 as of 9/23/23 – 67 Days 
Days to end COP28 December 12

th
 as of 9/23/23 – 81 days 

 

https://youtu.be/F3StJGMs0Q4
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Praise God! 

 
Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings! 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
 
 
 

mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/

